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Abstract. We have investigated approaches in the literature to
assess the quality of the software architectures of medical devices,
and have found evidence that there is a lack of methodologies for
evaluating the software architecture design aspects of medical devices
that might affect system safety. Such evidences were identified when
evaluating the software architecture of the FDA Generic Infusion
Pump searching for architectural evaluation approaches available
in the literature. In order to fill this gap, we propose a set of
quality questions that focus on analyzing software architecture design
aspects of medical devices aiming safety. We show arguments on why
reference projects such as the FDA Generic Infusion Pump system
must satisfy our new quality questions. The quality questions were
integrated into a quality model commissioned by the Brazilian Health
Ministery for the certification of medical devices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays medical devices have an increasing number of
software-intensive features. The incorporation of embedded
processors into these devices allows benefiting from advantages such as size reduction, more control, less physical
interaction, and tolerance to hostile environments, among
others [1]. Naturally, the more software is embedded into these
devices, the more design control is necessary across different
software engineering disciplines. Quality attributes (QA) of
software system architectures can be defined in many ways
according to [2], and a set of non-functional requirements has
been proposed to assess product quality. In this sense, one
important issue to mention is that the design in the medical
devices industry is very strongly affected by regulations [3].
The regulation states that the most relevant quality attribute
to be considered is safety, due to the nature of laws, accident
prevention, and so on. Therefore, due to our experience with
regulations [4], the main QA to be considered when assessing
architectures of medical devices is safety.
Recently, the Brazilian Health Ministry has started some
initiatives and is investing resources into improvements of the
quality of medical devices. One of these initiatives concerns
the definition of a new quality model for assessing softwareintensive systems [5] by evaluating the safety arguments for all
the control features. This quality model is being developed by
the Fraunhofer IESE in collaboration with the NUTES project,
which is one of the main actions by the Brazilian government
to generate know-how on how to assess and develop medical
devices with the requested quality by surveying its usage in
Brazil. NUTES stands for Nucleus for Strategic Health Technologies, and it is physically located at the State University of
Paraba.
The quality model is being developed focused on the safety
aspects of embedded software in electromedical devices, once
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the very few models already established in standards and in the
literature are not focused in safety as the main quality attribute,
what, consequently, imposes difficulties in achieving the actual
interests in quality assurance. Our quality model includes
questions for analyzing the following engineering disciplines:
requirements, architecture, testing, code, and usability. Among
these, in this paper we focus on the portion of the quality
model that deals with evaluation of software architecture
aiming safety.
We have observed that the set of relevant questions defined
in the quality model for safety assessment of software architectures of medical devices provides a good basis for arguing
with software architects and other professionals involved in
the development of medical devices about the importance of
architecting the software considering safety as a key quality
attribute.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section II a review
of the literature is provided to support our argument that we
still need to care about safety when assessing systems and
software architectures. Section III analyzes and criticizes a
set of reusable questions identifying specific gaps if such
questions were employed for regulatory purposes. Section IV
introduces and justify new questions for safety assessment.
Section V discusses other works that have safety as a concern
for evaluating systems and software architectures. Finally,
Section VI presents our final impressions about the work and
how it continues being improved.
II. I NVESTIGATING S AFETY C ONCERNS IN
A RCHITECTURAL A SSESSMENT A PPROACHES
ISO 42010 [6] defines architecture as fundamental concepts
or properties of a system in its environment embodied in its
elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design and
evolution. In this regard, it is possible claim that architecture is
a key artifact, considering medical device as software-intensive
system.
Actually, the architectural decisions are directly related to
the quality attributes exposed by the system [7]. Therefore, it
is mandatory to evaluate the architectural decisions to check
their impact (positive or negative) the safety of a medical
device. However, there is a lack of evaluation methodologies
concerning to safety, although several previous works related
to architecture evaluation can be found in the literature [8].
Even well known methods such as the ones from the Software Engineering Institute: Software Architecture Analysis
Method (SAAM) [9], Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method
(ATAN) [10] and Active Reviews for Intermediate Design
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(ARID) [11]. SAAM consists of evaluating the architecture
according to scenarios that were prioritized, weighed and
scrutinized with the stakeholders. The main tangible outputs
of the SAAM are: scenario coverage in the architecture, a
concrete idea of the critical portions in the architecture that
have potential complexity, and potential points of possible
changes.
ATAN is an early evaluation method that intends to evaluate
how well an architecture satisfies particular quality goals and
how they impact each other. The main idea is to identify
problems at early stages of the development process in order
to minimize the efforts to solve them. Furthermore, ATAM
aims at identifying and documenting all possible architectural
approaches in order to select the best one according to a quality
attribute utility tree generated by the scenarios elicitation and
prioritization.
Finally, ARID is an approach that is suitable for evaluating an incomplete architecture or a partial design. This is
a lightweight evaluation approach that concentrates on the
suitability of the new architecture according to scenarios and
some questions that can help the reviewer to conduct the
evaluation. This technique can be combined with ATAN to
improve some aspects in the overall evaluation; for example,
ATAN can put together more concrete and necessary artifacts
to be analyzed in early phase of the ARID evaluation.
Despite a significant number of works related to architecture
evaluation, there is a lack of works on specific evaluations
concerning safety. We can find works on using the ATAN
method in safety-critical systems (e.g. avionics domain) [12]
but they are way much tight to constraints of the domain,
and hardly extend to the context of medical devices, which,
in a sense, demands special considerations that particular of
the medical domain. Moreover, Rozanski and Woods [13]
published in their book a set of questions concerning to
high quality software architecture for each architecture view.
However, the questions are too narrow for evaluating safety
aspects (this experiment will be detailed in the next section).
Indeed, there are several design aspects related to safety
that have to be considered when performing an evaluation.
However, most of architecture evaluation methods available in
the literature do not properly consider aspects related to safety
engineering in the development of medical devices.
III. E VALUATING E XISTING L ITERATURE Q UESTIONS
In this section, we take a set of qualified questions from
the literature and evaluate its feasibility for assessing systems
and software architectures in a regulatory context. From our
understanding, we consider the work of Rozanski and Woods
[13] as a mature model for addressing such assessments, as it
has been has been widely accepted and adopted as basis for
documenting architectures of software based systems.
In order to analyze whether their approach was appropriate
to the context of medical devices, we tried to apply their
quality questions to the Generic Infusion Pump project [14]
and obtained results that might be considered acceptable
by the software engineering community. Other might claim
that minor adjustments in the questions would be enough
to provide a good support to meet our goal. In this section
we provide evidences to claim that this assumption is not an
appropriate choice.

We analyzed 94 questions and only 22 questions (less than
20%) were considered suitable for our purpose. One important
justification is that most questions do not address quality
attributes, especially safety.
Some examples of the questions that are not appropriate for
evaluating architectures focusing on safety are shown below:
1) Can you simplify your concurrency design?
2) Have you considered how the architecture is likely to
cope with possible change scenarios in the future?
3) Have you defined a clear strategy for organizing the
source code modules in your system?
The concurrency aspect addressed by Question 1 is an
important item to be considered when evaluating the safety
criticality of a medical device, since, if not properly managed,
errors like race conditions and permanent interruption of a
process can be root causes of safety-critical failures. However,
what matters for safety is the existence of mechanisms for
detecting and handling such situations. The optimization of
the concurrency model is important as a further design improvement step in order to improve other quality attributes
like maintainability and performance. For safety, the main
argument would be information about mechanisms to cope
with concurrency failures, independently of how optimized the
concurrency model is.
The core aspect evaluated by Question 2 is if the system
is designed to evolve or be maintainable. Maintainability is
a core aspect that architects and designers should take into
account. However, the level of modularity will not determine
whether the system is safe or not. The system can be absolutely
hard to maintain, but still cover every safety requirement
specified. In a nutshell, the level of modularity does not
determine how safe the system is. Therefore, this item is also
not appropriate to evaluate safety of medical devices.
Question 3 is about verifying the existence of a clear hierarchical decomposition and organization of modules and source
code. This aspect is fundamental when quality attributes such
as understandability, modularity, and maintainability are being
analyzed. With respect to safety, they are not relevant, since
the system being analyzed can be extremely modularized, and
hierarchically decomposed, and might even not address the
necessary safety measures.
Some examples of the questions that are appropriate for
evaluating architectures focusing on safety are shown below:
1) Will a clear set of standard third-party software elements
be used across all element implementations? Have you
defined the way they should be used?
2) Are the assessors satisfied that the deployment environment meets their requirements in terms of standards,
risks, and costs?
3) Do all element interactions take place via well-defined
interfaces and connectors that link the interfaces?
Question 1 deals with the very common practice of reusing
parts of one system for building a new one. This reuse may be
from legacy systems of the same company, or from systems
built by other companies (so called third party systems). In
any case, when any of these elements are reused, there should
be evidence that they are appropriate for the new context. Such
evidence generally includes failure mode and effect analysis,
test plan, and any other mechanism that shows that this system
is appropriate for the new context.
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Question 2 is about deployment strategies considered in
the implementation of medical devices. This aspect is of
fundamental importance for safety since the computational
nodes should be in conformance with the integrity levels
specified in the standards. When this aspect is not observed,
the safety of the medical device is strongly compromised.
The aspect discussed in Question 3 is also important for
safety because it provides the basis for analyzing error propagation. Having a clear understanding of the interface and
the connectors allows safety engineers to precisely identify
which architectural elements must be considered while conducting failure identification techniques such as Fault Tree
Analysis, and Failure Mode and Effect Analysis. Therefore,
when properly described, beyond improving safety analysis
efficacy, interfaces and connectors descriptions also improve
the efficiency of safety analysis.
Finally, there are some questions that we were not able to
classify as either useful or useless for safety. In order to show
our point, let us take the following question and show our
arguments.
1) Have you identified any standard approaches to design
that you need all element designers and implementers to
follow? If so, do your software developers accept and
understand these approaches?
At first, there is evidences that this question would have
some impact on system safety due to its appeal to be disciplined in the standardization of good practices in order to
achieve some quality goal. Moreover, only with the acceptance and understanding of the development team it would
be feasible to get a reliable implementation in terms of
safety quality. For example, only with the right understanding
of the importance of redundancy channel, a compromised
implementation of such safety feature could be expected.
Thus, our claim is that to be in conformance with design
and implementation guidelines is a strongly recommended
practice in development environments. That is why it is also
important to ensure that members of the development team are
committed to these rules. However, unfortunately, this subject
does not offer a basis for determining or inferring anything
about safety integrity levels of a medical device. It would be
useful for improvements in structure, understandability, and,
consequently, maintainability of the system. However, it is not
a determinant factor whose absence would compromise the
safety of the medical device.
IV. A RCHITECTURE Q UALITY M ODEL FOR M EDICAL
D EVICE E VALUATION A DDRESSING S AFETY
One of the goals of considering software systems at the
architecture level is to ensure that the concerns of the different
stakeholders involved in the development process are addressed and documented [15], and also that different aspects of
the system (e.g. system structural decomposition and behavior)
were considered [13]. To ensure that all the relevant safety
aspects are considered, a requirements model for safety-related
product artifacts was previously created [5]. The concrete
quality demands for general engineering artifacts proposed in
this work is used as basis for the architecture quality model
proposed in this paper. This general quality model aims at evaluating medical device on four abstraction levels: (i) context
level, (ii) system level, (iii) software architecture design level,

and (iv) software unit design and implementation level. We
understand that such abstraction levels should classify artifacts
generated in the overall software development process. Thus,
we considered four types of engineering information: ”Physical” Structure, Static Interaction, Dynamic Interaction and
Integration . It is possible to observe all the abstraction levels
and the interaction with the types of considered information
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1.

Quality Model Criteria based on Abstraction Levels

The nest items are an overview of the architectural aspects
that should be considered at each one of these abstraction
levels.
1) Medical Device at Context Level (CONT) - it describes
how the medical device is used and how it works in its
intended environment [5]. The medical device is considered as a black box system and the architectural quality
questions in this model are related to how the medical
device interacts with other subsystems, stakeholders, and
other devices.
2) System Level (SYSL) - it describes how the medical
device provides the expected functionality [5]. On this
level, the system is assumed as a white-box and the
architecture description should describe the elements
regardless of weather each functionality is implemented
by software or by hardware.
3) Software Architecture Design Level (SADL) - it describes the realization of software while abstracting
from details [5]. On this level, the described software
architecture refines all logical components documented
at SYSL considering modules and software components,
the relationship between then and the interface exposed
by each module.
4) Software Unit Design and Implementation Level
(SUDIL) - it describes the implementation of the software that is specified at software architectural design
level, the implementation of software units that realize
all modules and software components that is described
in SADL.
Now, we will present which architectural elements are
important to be considered along the intersections between the
abstraction levels and types of engineering information shown
in Figure 1.
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In the Physical structure we organize the information engineering elements concerning to the tangible structure of the
medical device. For example, stakeholders, communication
elements, modules, components, units, and so on. Thus, the
categorization of this type of engineering information is:
• The Physical Structure at the Context Level involves
understanding the stakeholders, other devices interacting
with the medical device, and other environmental aspects
such as electromagnetic activities in the environment
where the medical device will be located.
• The Physical Structure at the SYSL comprises execution platforms and the communication paths among them.
• The Physical Structure at the SADL comprise elements
that provide the understanding of the software in terms
of components and modules, and how they interact.
• The Physical Structure at SUDIL cover code fragments
that realize the software described in the other levels as,
for example, packages, classes, methods, etc.
The Static Interaction engineering information type comprises elements related to static relationship of the structures
which make software and hardware of the medical device.
For instance, information changed among stakeholders and
the medical device, information exchanged among the logical,
components, modules and units, etc. Therefore, the categorization of this type of engineering information is:
• The Static Interaction at the Context Level involves
understanding the static functional structure including
logical information exchanged among the conglomerate
of medical device, stakeholders, and other systems. For
example, sensor/actuator interface, user interface, actuation and information features.
• The Static Interaction at the SYSL is focused on
the static functional structure of the system as a whitebox, with functions exchanging information via ports.
For instance, functions interface, functions specifications
(required and provide interface) and static interactions of
functions are pieces of information required in this level.
• The Static Interaction at SADL requires elements for
each software subsystem in order to have the complete
understanding of their functionalities. In this way, this
level involves system-level functions which are implemented by software subsystems, modular decomposition
into software components, modules and software components interface, software components specification, static
interaction between software modules.
• The Static Interaction at SUDIL comprises elements of
static interaction that involves specific static information
about software units, for example, decomposition of software modules and components in software units, software
units interface, specification and static interaction of
software units.
The Dynamic Interaction engineering information type
comprises artifacts which are related to general behavior of
the medical device. Information such as runtime behavior,
actions, or relationship among modules, components and units
modeling an system action are examples of elements. Thus,
the categorization of this type of engineering information is:
• The Dynamic Interaction at the Context Layer involves
understanding: (i) the runtime behavior of the systems
that interact with the medical device; (ii) actions and their

consequences for stakeholders; and (iii) how the system
affect on the environment where the medical device is
located.
• The Dynamic Interaction at the SYSL comprises all
the runtime behavior of the functions.
• The Dynamic Interaction at SYSL includes the dynamic behavior of the logical components.
• The Dynamic Interaction at SADL includes the dynamic behavior of each software component.
• The Dynamic Interaction at SUDIL includes the dynamic behavior of each software modules (which refines
the SADL components)
The Integration engineering information type comprises
artifacts that supports mappings between elements, allocation
of components and assignments of behavioral elements. Therefore, the information categorization of this type is:
• The Integration at the Context Layer involves identifying the mappings and assignments of logical/behavioral
elements (from static and dynamic interaction) to the
physical structure. We assume that this mapping is in
most cases straightforward.
• The Integration at SYSL comprises information that
supports the knowledge of how the functions are allocated
in the physical structure of the medical device.
• The Integration at SADL involves elements to improve
our understanding of the assignment of functions to
software modules and components.
• The Integration at SUDIL comprises elements that
indicate where the software units are deployed.
A. New Quality Questions for Safety Assessment
In this section, we will discuss some questions which we use
to evaluate safety in the software architecture of the medical
devices. Figures (2, 3, 4, and 5) provide illustrative questions
for each level of the previously described model in Figure 1 in
order to clarify the model’s purpose. The reader should have
in mind that the actual model has a lot more questions and will
be published at a late date by the Brazilian Health Ministry.
Due to space restrictions we selected closely related questions
for each column.
First, for the physical layer we selected questions asking
about safety arguments regarding user perception of the data
exchanged by the medical device and external systems at the
context level. For example, besides other issues, we need
to have clear information about such exchanged data at the
system level. This information can be enriched by asking for
the description of the role of the stakeholders who manipulate
such exchanged data at the architectural level and can be
refined by asking about the description of the interfaces at the
software unit level. Some evaluation questions can be seen in
Figure 2.
For the static interaction layer, we selected questions asking
about a clear description of which logical components will
concretize each safety measure at the context level. For example, besides other issues, we need to have information about
explicit traces between the safety-critical components and the
safety-critical modules at the system level. This information
can be enriched by checking the explicit traces between the
conceptual components and the safety requirements at the
architectural level, further it can be refined by asking about
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Fig. 2.

Quality model questions for physical layer

Fig. 4.

the explicit traces between the safety-critical software modules
and the safety-critical software units. In Figure 3 we stated
some evaluation questions for each layer.

Fig. 3.

Quality model questions for dynamic layer

asking about motivations and recommendations for testing
safety-critical logical components at the context level. For
example, besides other issues, at the system level we need
to have indications of what logical components are affected
by any component failures. This information can be enriched
by checking if the deployment strategy for software modules
provides evidence of freedom of interference at the architectural level and can be refined by asking how the safety-critical
software units rely on hardware resources. An example of
evaluation questions at integration layer in Figure 5.

Quality model questions for static layer

For the dynamic layer, we selected questions asking about
details of usage scenarios of medical devices at the context
level. For example, besides other issues, we need to have
the description of the sequence of events among logical
components to execute each functionality at the system level.
This information can be enriched by checking if the ordered
sequence of events between software modules is well documented at the architectural level and can be refined by asking
how the software entities relate to each other considering the
information produced and consumed in the software units.
Figure 4 shows some evaluation questions for the static layer.
Finally, for the integration layer we selected questions

Fig. 5.

Quality model questions for integration layer

V. R ELATED W ORKS
This section briefly discusses some architecture-based safety
evaluation methods. It is important to advise that the almost
all analyzed approaches are based on model driven techniques,
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thus the architecture have to be formally described in a specific
language (e.g. Simulink) in order to assess safety applying
model-based evaluation methods. Model-based techniques for
design embedded safety-critical systems have been effectively
implemented for avionics and automotive systems, but in medical systems domain this is still at the beginning. Moreover,
general regulatory bodies (e.g.: FDA) do not obligate the
industry to use model-driven development, consequently the
evaluation quality model for medical device software systems
have to work with any approach for systems specification
and designing, further, regulatory agencies do not have access
to the concrete project (for example, development artifacts),
they just have to assess safety (and another quality attributes)
analyzing project documentation. To illustrate, we can observe
the a set of works that have been focused on the traceability
form safety requirements to the architecture such as in the
Grunke et al. [16] focused on automatic process for trace safety
requirements in the architecture and another approaches like
FTA ([17]), FMEA ([18]), or strategies based on FPTN ([19])
and CFT ([20]).
In addition, the most of safety assessment methodologies
for architecture evaluation have been implemented during the
design and development. On the other hand, all regulatory
bodies need to evaluate the architecture of a product that had
already been built. For example, Rupanov et al. [21] presents
an early model-based safety evaluation of design decisions
based on metamodels that support the task for automotive
domain. Although safety is assessed by the proposed methodology they are based on model-based techniques and they need
all the development artifacts. Therefore, there is a lack of
safety assessment methodologies for evaluate architecture of
a medical device systems based on evidences exposed in the
project documentation.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has discussed critically safety issues in quality
models for software architectures of medical devices. From
our point of view, the existing evaluation guides provided by
the literature were still not sufficient for addressing the safety
quality attribute bringing serious problems for regulation and
even manufacturers. We provided contributions to this field
by showing the architectural perspective of the safety quality
model ordered by the Brazilian government and built by
NUTES and Fraunhofer-IESE. This perspective is structured
in abstraction layers and pieces of information, providing an
useful support for higher level safety arguments.
Current and future works involve, besides the application
of the quality model, the development of a toolset for Enterprise Architect and Eclipse Modeling Framework able to
specify safety integrity levels and execute such architectural
verifications in UML and SysML models.
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